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1. Introduction
The Khovanov–Rozansky homologies [20,21] are categoriﬁcations of the Homflypt-
polynomial and its specialisations. There is a wealth of diﬀerent homology theories.
As an astonishing and powerful application, some of them induce concordance in-
variants which give lower bounds for the smooth slice genus of a knot [47,57,31,33].
This paper has two goals: to explore how the diﬀerent Khovanov–Rozansky homolo-
gies are related; and to show that the said concordance invariants, though very close
to each other, are not equal. Apart from trying to deepen the understanding of the
Khovanov–Rozansky homologies themselves, there is a geometric motivation: for ex-
ample, the Khovanov–Rozansky concordance invariants may detect free summands in
the group of topologically slice modulo smoothly slice knots [29]; and they could even
be used to disprove the smooth Poincaré conjecture [6]. The main result is the follow-
ing:
Theorem 1. Let τ be the concordance invariant from knot Floer homology [41,44], and
for all N ≥ 2, sN the concordance invariant from slN -homology (see Proposition 2.6).
(i) Neither τ nor s2 is a linear combination of {sN}N≥3, and for any ﬁxed N ≥ 3,
{τ, s2, sN} are linearly independent. (Proof without computer calculations.)
(ii) s3 is not a linear combination of {sN}N≥4, and for any ﬁxed N ≥ 4, {τ, s2, s3, sN}
are linearly independent. (Proof relies on computer calculations.)
This prompts the following conjecture:
Conjecture. The concordance invariants {τ} ∪ {si}i≥2 are linearly independent.
See [13,15] for similar results in Heegard–Floer homology.
The Khovanov–Rozansky homologies considered in this paper are: the triply graded
homology  · ∞ categorifying the Homflypt-polynomial; for each N ≥ 1, the doubly
graded reduced homology  · N and unreduced homology  · N categorifying the reduced
and unreduced slN -polynomial, respectively; and the deformation of the unreduced ho-
mology, the ﬁltered homology  · fN . On the uncategoriﬁed level, the diﬀerent polynomials
are specialisations or multiples with a ﬁxed factor of one another. On the categoriﬁed
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the interdependence of the diﬀerent Khovanov–Rozansky homologies is far from com-
plete. The following theorem clariﬁes the relationship between unreduced and reduced
slN -homology. Let D be a diagram of a link L with a marked component, and N ≥ 1
an integer. Let CN (D) be the graded chain complex deﬁned by Khovanov and Rozansky
[20] whose homology is LN .
Theorem 2. There is a ﬁltration of CN (D) respected by the diﬀerential such that the
induced spectral sequence satisﬁes the following properties (where r denotes the grading
associated to the new ﬁltration):
(i) Its diﬀerentials respect the q-degree; it converges on the N -th page, and forgetting
the r-grading, the limit is isomorphic to LN .
(ii) Its ﬁrst page is isomorphic to
(qr)N − (qr)−N
qr − (qr)−1 · LN .
(iii) The higher pages are invariants of links with a marked component.
Let us have a closer look at the Khovanov–Rozansky concordance invariants. They
belong to the broader class of slice-torus invariants introduced (without a name) by
Livingston [28]:
Deﬁnition. A slice-torus knot invariant is a homomorphism ν from the smooth knot
concordance group to the real numbers that satisﬁes the following conditions:
(slice) For all knots K, ν(K) is a lower bound to twice the slice genus: ν(K) ≤ 2g4(K).
(torus) For positive torus knots, this bound is sharp, i.e.
∀p, q ∈ Z+: (p, q) = 1 =⇒ ν(T (p, q)) = 2g4(T (p, q)) = (p − 1)(q − 1).
Note that we chose a diﬀerent normalisation than Livingston. More importantly,
we consider real-valued instead of integer-valued invariants, in order to include the
normalised Khovanov–Rozansky concordance invariants. However, every slice-torus in-
variant discussed in this text takes values only in 1nZ for some ﬁxed n.
Slice-torus knot invariants form a closed convex subset of the space of all real con-
cordance homomorphisms. The slice-torus conditions are quite restrictive; all slice-torus
invariants have e.g. the same value on quasi-positive knots. In this paper, the sharper
slice-Bennequin inequality is generalised to slice-torus invariants, thereby showing that
all slice-torus invariants have the same value on homogeneous knots (see Theorem 5 in
Section 5).
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ant in [12]) is the only known slice-torus invariant not stemming from the Khovanov–
Rozansky homologies. The oldest Khovanov–Rozansky concordance invariant is the
Rasmussen invariant s2 [47], which comes from Khovanov homology over a ﬁeld of
characteristic 0. Later on, generalisations were deﬁned: an invariant sN coming from
slN -homology for arbitrary N ≥ 2 [33]; and an invariant sFp2 , obtained from sl2-homology
over a prime ﬁeld Fp [2,53] (see also [34]). So far, computer calculations indicate that
s2 = sF22 [27,51]; and that s3 = s2 [24,25]. The following theorem, whose proof uses The-
orem 2, the Rasmussen spectral sequences [45] and the Lee–Gornik spectral sequences
[23,8], is a means to distinguish the sN .
Theorem 3. Let K be a knot. For all N ≥ 2, let
XN =
{
α + Nβ
∣∣ K∞ has a generator of degree qαaβ in homological degree 0} ⊂ 2Z.
Then for the unnormalised slN -concordance invariant s′N , we have minXN ≤ s′N (K) ≤
maxXN , or equivalently, for the normalised invariant:
maxXN
1 − N ≤ sN (K) ≤
minXN
1 − N .
Theorem 3 combined with the sharper slice-Bennequin inequality enables us to calcu-
late the slN -concordance invariants of certain three-stranded pretzel knots:
Theorem 4. Let  and m be odd integers and  > m ≥ 3. Then
(i) s2
(
P (,−m, 2)) =  − m, and
(ii) ∀N ≥ 3: sN
(
P (,−m, 2)) ∈ { − m − 2,  − m − 2 + 2(N − 1)
}
.
Let n ≥ 4 be an even integer. Then
(iii) s2
(
P (,−m,n)) = {  − m if m > n
 − m − 2 if m < n, and
(iv) ∀N ≥ 3: sN
(
P (,−m,n)) =  − m − 2.
These pretzel knots are the examples used to prove Theorem 1. The remainder of
the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 details the needed results on the Khovanov–
Rozansky homologies. So while this paper is de facto self-contained, nevertheless some
familiarity with [20] is advisable. The two following sections contain the proofs of
Theorem 2 and Theorem 3, respectively. In Section 5, known results about slice-torus in-
variants are collected, and the sharper slice Bennequin inequality (Theorem 5) is proven.
Section 6 ﬁnally applies the tools to examples such as the family of pretzel knots and
contains the proofs of Theorem 4 and Theorem 1.
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2. The Khovanov–Rozansky homologies
This section gives an overview over the diﬀerent Khovanov–Rozansky homologies and
the known spectral sequences relating them. Notations and conventions are clariﬁed on
the way. Comparing Khovanov–Rozansky homologies over diﬀerent base ﬁelds leads to
interesting open questions (cf. [27,34,53]). However, we restrict our attention to charac-
teristic 0, and consider all chain complexes to be over the complex numbers.
2.1. Unreduced homology
Let D be a diagram of a link L. For all integers N ≥ 1, Khovanov and Rozansky
[20] deﬁne a chain complex CN (D) of graded vector spaces (technically, it is a cochain
complex). Any Reidemeister move gives rise to a quasi-isomorphism of CN (D), and so
the homology LN is a link invariant, called the slN -homology. Note that all links have
the same sl1-homology, while sl2-homology is isomorphic to Khovanov homology [18],
and sl3-homology to a homology theory deﬁned previously via webs and foams [19,35].
We regard this chain complex and his homology as a doubly graded vector space,
with a homological (t), and a quantum (q) degree. In general, for such a graded space V ,
let us write V i for the subspace of homological degree i, and, if V has ﬁnite dimension,
xdimV ∈ N[t±1, q±1] (where N = {0, 1, 2, . . .}) for the graded dimension of V . If f is
a homogeneous homomorphism of such spaces and has (t, q)-degree (i, j), we denote by
xdeg f the monomial tiqj .
The slN -homology categoriﬁes the slN -polynomial PN [48], i.e. xdim(LN )(−1, q) =
PN (L). The slN -polynomial is given by its value of [N ]q = (q−N+1+q−N+3+ . . .+qN−1)
on the unknot and the following skein relation:
qN · PN
( )
− q−N · PN
( )
=
(
q − q−1) · PN( ).
In fact, the slN -homology theory is richer than that, being deﬁned for tangles as well:
to every tangle diagram D with boundary ∂D (the boundary being a ﬁnite sequence
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that the gluing of tangle diagrams corresponds to the tensor product of the associated
objects (i.e. this is a canopolis-construction, cf. [2]). The category C∅ is equivalent to
the category of graded chain complexes over C. In this way, Reidemeister invariance of
the slN -homology of a link can be proven simply by showing that the objects associated
to the two small tangle diagrams which correspond to each of the Reidemeister moves
are isomorphic.
2.2. Reduced homology
The reduced version of this homology categoriﬁes the reduced slN -polynomials
PN = PN/[N ]q. Let D be a diagram of the link L with a marked component. Let
A = C[X]/(XN ), an algebra with grading degXi = 2i for i ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}. Then
CN (D) has the structure of a free graded A-module. This structure is respected by
the diﬀerential of CN (D), and it may depend on the choice of the marked component.
Let C˜ be the graded A-module A/(X) with a shift of N − 1 in the q-grading. Let
CN (D) = CN (D) ⊗A C˜. The following proposition, which is essential for the proof of
Theorem 2(iii), is implicit in [20, end of section 7]. Let us give an explicit proof.
Proposition 2.1. If two base-pointed diagrams D and D′ are connected by a Reidemeister
move that avoids the base-point, then there is a chain homotopy equivalence respecting
the A-module structure between CN (D) and CN (D′).
Proof. This proof supposes greater familiarity with the details of the construction [20]
than the rest of the paper: in fact, we consider link diagrams D with marks. Marks
form a ﬁnite subset of D that avoids the crossings, such that any interval connecting two
crossings contains at least one mark. The complement of the marks is the disjoint union of
components, all of which are either a positive or negative crossing, a line or a circle. The
chain complex CN (D) is then deﬁned as the tensor product (over adequate rings) of the
elementary chain complexes associated to these simple pieces. Adding or removing marks
produces a homotopy equivalent chain complex, and this chain homotopy equivalence
respects the A-module structure (this follows from [20, Proposition 22]). So, without
loss of generality, assume that D = D1 ∪ D3 and D′ = D2 ∪ D3 each split along marks
into two tangle diagrams: small ones D1 and D2, in which the Reidemeister move takes
place, who have the same complement D3. Then, CN (D) = CN (D1) ⊗ CN (D3) and
CN (D′) = CN (D2)⊗CN (D3). These tensor products are A-modules because the second
factor is. There is a chain homotopy equivalence ϕ between CN (D1) and CN (D2). The
tensor product of ϕ with the identity of CN (D3) gives a chain homotopy equivalence
between CN (D) and CN (D′) that respects the A-module structure. 
Corollary 2.2. (See [20].) The homology LN of the reduced complex is an invariant of
links with a marked component.
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only if they are connected by a ﬁnite sequence of Reidemeister moves which avoid the
base point. 
2.3. Filtered homology
There is a ﬁltered version of slN -homology, whose associated graded is the orig-
inal unreduced slN -homology. As usual, a ﬁltered complex gives rise to a spectral
sequence. Let us brieﬂy clarify the indexing convention: a spectral sequence is a se-
quence (Ek)k∈{0,1,2,...} of graded chain complexes, such that for all k ≥ 0, forgetting the
diﬀerential on Ek+1 yields the homology of Ek. If not speciﬁed otherwise, the diﬀerential
dk on the k-th page has (t, q)-degree (1, k); this is non-standard, but convenient in our
context.
Proposition 2.3. (See [23] for N = 2, [8] for all N ≥ 2.) There is a spectral sequence
starting at unreduced slN -homology and converging to ﬁltered slN -homology.
Proposition 2.4. (See [23] for N = 2, [57, Theorem 1.2] for all N ≥ 2.) The higher pages
of the Lee–Gornik spectral sequence are link invariants.
The following detail has not been explicitly stated:
Proposition 2.5. The diﬀerential on the k-th page of the Lee–Gornik spectral sequence
vanishes unless k is a multiple of 2N .
Proof. Note that the diﬀerentials of Gornik’s ﬁltered chain complex preserve the q-degree
mod 2N (see [8]). So the chain complex decomposes as a direct sum of N terms (for
i ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}, the i-th term containing the generators of q-degree equal to 2i mod
2N), and so does the induced spectral sequence. 
As a consequence, it makes sense to forget all pages with vanishing diﬀerentials and
renumber: from now on, by the “k-th page” of the Lee–Gornik spectral sequences, we
actually refer to the (2Nk)-th page. It is still an open conjecture that this spectral
sequence converges on the second page.
Proposition 2.6. (See [47] for N = 2, [8,57,31,33] for all N ≥ 3.) Let K be a knot.
The ﬁltered slN -homology of K is isomorphic to the unreduced slN -homology of the un-
knot, with a q-shift by some even integer which we denote by s′N (K). Its normalisation
sN (K) = s′N (K)/(1 − N) ∈ 2N−1Z is a slice-torus invariant called the slN -concordance
invariant.
Note that unlike the Rasmussen and twice the τ -invariant, the slN -concordance in-
variants of a knot need not be even integers, or integers at all.
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Khovanov and Rozansky [21] introduce a chain complex C∞(D) of doubly graded
complex vector spaces deﬁned for a braid diagram D. Its homology is a link invariant
called the Homflypt-homology, which categoriﬁes the Homflypt-polynomial P∞ ∈
Z[q±1, a±1]. The Homflypt-polynomial is determined by its value of 1 on the unknot,
and the following skein relation:
a · P∞
( )
− a−1 · P∞
( )
=
(
q − q−1) · P∞( ).
There are several versions of Homflypt-homology. Rasmussen [45] e.g. works with a
reduced and an unreduced version, and an interpolation of the two; but all these versions
carry the same information (as is not the case for the reduced and unreduced version
of slN -homology). In this text, we stick to the reduced version, denoted by  · ∞. For a
knot this is, unlike the unreduced version, a ﬁnite dimensional space. We follow similar
grading conventions as Mackaay and Vaz [36], but exchanging t and t−1, i.e.
xdim

T (3, 2)

∞ = a−2q2 + t2a−2q−2 + t3a−4.
In [45], Rasmussen follows still another grading convention; the monomial qiajtk in that
convention corresponds to the monomial qiajt(k−j)/2 in ours.
There is yet another version of Homflypt- and slN -homology, only deﬁned for two-
component links: totally reduced homology, denoted by  · ∞ and  · N , respectively. We
will not give its deﬁnition, because we only ever use the totally reduced homology of the
positive Hopf link (as calculated e.g. in [36]):
xdim

T (2, 2)

∞ =
(
a−1q2 + ta−1 + t2a−1q−2 + t3a−3
) · t−1/2.
2.5. The relationship of Homflypt-homology and reduced slN -homology
The Rasmussen spectral sequences show that in a certain sense, Homflypt-homology
is the stabilisation of the slN -homologies as N → ∞.
Proposition 2.7. (See [45].) Let L be a link with a marked component. For every N ≥ 1,
there is a spectral sequence with ﬁrst page L∞. Its limit is, after a regrading, isomor-
phic to the reduced slN -homology of L. Explicitly, the regrading of the (t, q, a)-degree is
(i, j, ) → (i, j+N). The diﬀerential on the k-th page of the spectral sequence has degree
tq2Nka−2k. The higher pages are invariants of links with a marked component. If L is a
knot, then for suﬃciently large N , this sequence converges on the ﬁrst page.
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2.6. Calculating Homflypt-homology
It is in fact easier to calculate the Homflypt-homology of a knot than its
slN -homology for some N . See [36] for an exemplary calculation. Let us present the part
of the tool-kit which is necessary for the calculations in this paper. Homflypt-homology
is well-behaved under taking the connected sum:
Proposition 2.8. (See [45, Lemma 7.8].) Let L1 and L2 be links, and L3 any connected
sum of L1 and L2. Then L3∞ ∼= L1∞ ⊗ L2∞.
Deﬁnition. (See [46].) Let the δ-grading on  · ∞ be deﬁned by δ(tiqjak) = 2i + j + 2k.
A knot is KR-thin if its Homflypt-homology is supported in a single δ-degree that is
equal to minus its signature.
Lemma 2.9. The Homflypt-homology of a KR-thin knot K is determined by its
Homflypt-polynomial P∞(K) and its signature σ(K):
xdim L∞ = (−t)−σ(K)/2 · P∞
(
qt−1/2, at−1
)
.
Proof. This immediately follows from the fact that xdim L∞(−1, q, a) = P∞(q, a). 
Proposition 2.10. (See [46], [45, Corollary 1].) Two-bridge knots are KR-thin.
Remark 2.11. Quasi-alternating links are a generalisation of alternating links introduced
in [42]. Quasi-alternating links have thin Khovanov and knot Floer homology [39], and
in particular the Rasmussen and twice the τ -invariant of quasi-alternating knots equal
their signature. This can be proven via an unoriented skein relation. For N ≥ 3, however,
slN -homology does not satisfy such a relation, and indeed there are even alternating
knots which are not KR-thin [45]. Still, the slN -concordance invariants of alternating
knots (but not, in general, of quasi-alternating knots) equal their signature for all N ,
since this is true of all slice-torus invariants (see Corollary 5.9).
Proposition 2.12 (The skein long exact sequences). (See [45, Lemma 7.6].) Let K+, K−
and L0 be two knots and one two-component link which look the same everywhere except
near one crossing, where they diﬀer as shown in Fig. 2. Then for all N ≥ 2, there is a
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· · · −→ K−N (−N,
1
2 )−−−−−−→ L0N (−N,
1
2 )−−−−−−→ K+N (2N,−2)−−−−−−→ K−N −→ · · · .
The maps’ (t, q)-degree is indicated above the arrows.
This proposition refers to slN -homology; to make a statement about Homflypt-
homology, we need the following technical lemma. Let ≤ denote the partial order of
polynomials given as follows: A ≤ B if and only if there is a polynomial C with non-
negative coeﬃcients such that A + C = B.
Lemma 2.13. Let A,B ∈ N[q±1, a±1]. Suppose that for inﬁnitely many N , A(q, qN ) ≤
B(q, qN ). Then A(q, a) ≤ B(q, a).
Proof. Let imax and imin be the maximal and minimal exponent of q occurring in A
or B. Choose N such that A(q, qN ) ≤ B(q, qN ) and |N | > imax − imin. Then diﬀerent
monomials in A(q, a) and B(q, a) yield diﬀerent monomials in A(q, qN ) and B(q, qN ).
To show this, consider two monomials c · qiaj and c′ · qi′aj′ in A(q, a) (with c, c′ = 0).
Then cqi+Nj = c′qi′+Nj′ implies c = c′ and i+Nj = i′ +Nj′ =⇒ i − i′ = N(j′ − j) =⇒
|N | · |j′ − j| ≤ imax − imin =⇒ j′ = j =⇒ i = i′. Let cij and c′ij be the coeﬃcients of the
monomial qiaj in A(q, a) and B(q, a), respectively. Then cij and c′ij are also the respective
coeﬃcients of the monomial qi+Nj in A(q, qN ) and B(q, qN ), and thus cij ≤ c′ij . 
Corollary 2.14. Suppose K± and L0 are given as in Fig. 2, then
xdim K+∞ ≤ t2 · a−2 · xdim K−∞ + t1/2 · a−1 · xdim L0∞ and
xdim K−∞ ≤ t−2 · a2 · xdim K+∞ + t−1/2 · a · xdim L0∞.
Proof. We will just prove the ﬁrst equation, the second one follows similarly. The long
exact sequence can be broken up into short ones; i.e., for some quotient space A of L0N
and subspace B of K−N there is a short exact sequence
0 −→ A (−N,
1
2 )−−−−−→ K+N (−2N,2)−−−−−−→ B −→ 0.
This is equivalent to K+N ∼= (q−N t1/2 ·A)⊕(q−2N t2 ·B). In terms of graded dimensions,
this implies
xdim K+N = qN · t−1/2 · xdimA + q2N · t−2 · xdimB
=⇒ xdim K+N ≤ qN · t−1/2 · xdim L0N + q2N · t−2 · xdim K−N .
For large enough N , the three polynomials in this inequality stabilise (see Proposi-
tion 2.7), i.e.
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xdim K+∞
)(
q, qN
)
=
(
xdim K+N
)
(q),(
xdim L0∞
)(
q, qN
)
=
(
xdim L0N
)
(q),(
xdim K−∞
)(
q, qN
)
=
(
xdim K−N
)
(q).
So using Lemma 2.13, the statement follows. 
Remark 2.15. It may seem cumbersome to prove Corollary 2.14 by ﬁrst considering the
slN -homologies, and then Homflypt-homology as their stabilisation. But as Rasmussen
remarks, who proves the KR-thinness of two-bridge knots in the same way [45], it is
unclear how to work directly on Homflypt-homology.
3. The reduced–unreduced spectral sequence
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2. We need the following technical
lemma, whose proof is left to the reader.
Lemma 3.1. Let (C, ∂) be a ﬁltered chain complex, whose ﬁltration we denote by F . Let
there be an additional grading C =
⊕
i∈Z Ci that is respected by the diﬀerential. The
ﬁltration F induces a ﬁltration on each Ci by FjCi := Ci ∩ FjC. If C, as a ﬁltered
vector space, is the sum of the ﬁltered Ci, we say that the ﬁltration is compatible with the
additional grading. In this case, the spectral sequence induced by F respects the additional
grading on C.
Proof of Theorem 2. (i): Recall that CN (D) is a module over A = C[X]/(XN ). Let us
introduce a ﬁltration R on A, given by R2i−N+1A = (Xi). Explicitly, we have
A = R−N+1A ⊃ R−N+3 ⊃ . . . ⊃ RN−1A ⊃ {0}.
This induces a ﬁltration on CN (D). Let us denote it by R as well, and call the induced
grading the r-grading. Since the diﬀerential of CN (D) commutes with the A-scalar mul-
tiplication, it also respects this ﬁltration. So R induces a spectral sequence E•, which
(forgetting the additional degree) converges to LN . Note moreover that R and the
q-grading are compatible in the sense of Lemma 3.1. Hence E• respects the q-degree,
and its diﬀerential on the k-th page has degree tr2kq0.
(ii): Let us analyse the 0-th page of that spectral sequence, i.e. the associated graded
chain complex. We have CN (D) = CN (D) ⊗A C˜. This is isomorphic to CN (D)/((X) ·
CN (D)) = R−N+1CN (D)/R−N+3CN (D), with a q-shift of N − 1. Note that for i ∈
{0, . . . , N − 1}, the multiplication by Xi is an isomorphism between R−N+1A/R−N+3A
and R2i−N+1A/R2i−N+3A. Since CN (D) is a free A-module, this is true for CN (D) as
well: the multiplication by Xi is an isomorphism
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of complex vector spaces. Because the A-scalar multiplication commutes with the
diﬀerential, this map is an isomorphism of chain complexes. It shifts the q-grading
and the r-grading by 2i. The 0-th page of the spectral sequence is the sum of the
R2i−N+1CN (D)/R2i−N+3CN (D), and thus
E0 ∼=
⊕
i∈{−N+1,−N+3,...,N−1}
(qr)i · CN (D).
Taking homology yields the stated result for the ﬁrst page.
(iii): To prove the invariance of the higher pages, let us use the following lemma proved
e.g. in [40, Theorem 3.5] (also used by Rasmussen [47, Lemma 6.1]):
Lemma 3.2. Let f : C → C ′ be a map of ﬁltered chain complexes. Let E• and E′• be
the respective spectral sequences associated to C and C ′, and for all r ≥ 0, let fr be the
induced graded map from Er to E′r. If fR is an isomorphism for some R, then fr is also
an isomorphism for all ∞ ≥ r ≥ R.
So the map of Proposition 2.1 induces an isomorphism between the higher pages of
the spectral sequence associated to diagrams related by a Reidemeister move. 
Fig. 3 shows the reduced–unreduced spectral sequence for the pretzel knot P (5,−3, 2).
4. From Homﬂypt-homology to the slN -concordance invariants
The following lemma (a direct generalisation of [6, Theorem 5.1]) describes the decat-
egoriﬁcation of a spectral sequence:
Lemma 4.1. Let (E•, d•) be a spectral sequence of Zn-graded ﬁnite dimensional vector
spaces. Then for all k ≥ 1 there are polynomials fk ∈ N[x±11 , . . . , x±1n ], such that for all
 ≥ 1 the following decomposition holds:
xdimE = xdimE+1 +
∑
k=1
(1 + xdeg dk) · fk.
In particular,
xdimE1 = xdimE∞ +
∞∑
k=1
(1 + xdeg dk) · fk.
The spectral sequence converges on the -th page if and only if ∀k ≥ : fk = 0.
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Fig. 4. The proof of Proposition 4.2 and Theorem 3 in a nutshell. Double arrows stand for spectral sequences,
single arrows for other relations.
Proposition 4.2. Let K be a knot, and let N ≥ 2. There are polynomials P ′N ∈
N[t±1, q±1, a±1], P ′N ∈ N[t±1, q±1, r±1] and for all k ≥ 1 polynomials fkN ∈
N[t±1, q±1, a±1], gkN ∈ N[t±1, q±1, r±1], hkN ∈ N[q±1, t±1], such that for large enough
N we have ∀k: fkN = 0, and such that the following decompositions hold:
xdim K∞ = P ′N (t, q, a) +
∞∑
k=1
(
1 + tq−2Nka2k
)
fkN (t, q, a),
xdim KN = P ′N
(
t, q, qN
)
,
xdim KN · [N ]qr = P ′N (t, q, r) +
N−1∑
k=1
(
1 + tr2k
)
gkN (t, q, r),
xdimKN = P ′N (t, q, 1),
xdimKN = qs′N (K) · [N ]q +
∞∑
k=1
(
1 + tq2Nk
)
hkN (q, t).
Proof. Apply Lemma 4.1 to Rasmussen’s spectral sequence (Proposition 2.7), the
reduced–unreduced spectral sequence (Theorem 2) and the Lee–Gornik spectral sequence
with renumbered pages (Proposition 2.3). See also Fig. 4. 
Given xdim K∞, there are only ﬁnitely many choices for the auxiliary polynomials
in the proposition and for the s′N (K). So Homflypt-homology induces restrictions on
the slN -concordance invariants (and thus a lower bound on the slice genus). Proposi-
tion 4.2 may appear unwieldy; and in fact, we will only use Theorem 3, which skips all
intermediary steps between the Homflypt-homology and the slN -concordance invari-
ants.
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bottom up:
qs
′
N (K)−N+1 ≤ xdimKfN
=⇒ qs′N (K)−N+1 ≤ xdimKN
=⇒ qs′N (K)−N+1ri ≤ P ′N for some i
=⇒ qs′N (K)−N+1ri ≤ xdim KN · [N ]qr
=⇒ qs′N (K)−N+1+j ≤ xdim KN for some j ∈ {1 − N, 3 − N, . . . , N − 1}
=⇒ qαaβ ≤ P ′N for some α, β with α + Nβ ≤ s′N (K)
=⇒ qαaβ ≤ xdim K∞.
An analogous reasoning yields qs′N (K)+N−1 ≤ xdimKN =⇒ qα′aβ′ ≤ K∞ for some
α′, β′ with s′N (K) ≤ α′ + Nβ′. 
Note that the power of Proposition 4.2 is limited:
Proposition 4.3. Let K be a knot, and let N ≥ 2. Suppose there are polynomials
i0N , . . . , i
N−1
N ∈ N[t±1, a±1, q±1] and some α, β such that the following decomposition
holds:
xdim K∞ = qαaβ +
N−1∑
k=0
(
1 + ta−2q2k
) · ikN .
Then there is also a decomposition as in Proposition 4.2 with α + Nβ at the place of
s′N (K), i.e. the theorem cannot be used to show s′N (K) = α + Nβ.
Proof. Let N be ﬁxed. Setting fkN = 0 for all k, hkN = 0 for k ≥ 2 and
h1N =
N−1∑
k=0
[N − k]q · qk · ikN ,
gkN = [N − k]qr · (qr)−k · iN−kN
gives the desired decomposition. 
Remark 4.4. If Rasmussen’s spectral sequence from K∞ to the regraded version of
K1 converges on the second page, it gives a decomposition as in the above proposition,
with ikN = 0 for k = 1 and α = −β. So for any knot for which that spectral sequence
converges on the second page, Proposition 4.2 alone is not strong enough to distinguish
the slN -concordance invariants.
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Reidemeister I move and a saddle move.
5. Slice-torus knot concordance invariants
This section is largely independent from Sections 2–4. It collects and extends what is
known about slice-torus invariants. Let us start by listing some invariants that are not
slice-torus: the classical knot signature σ or the concordance invariant δ from the Floer
homology of double branched covers [38] give slice genus bounds, but they are not sharp
for torus knots; the Lipshitz–Sarkar invariant [27] on the other hand is not a concordance
homomorphism.
The following results are mainly due to Livingston [28], who built on the work of
Rudolph [49]. Although Livingston only considers slice-torus invariants which take even
integer values, his results and proofs carry over unchanged to the general case of real-
valued invariants. Note that we opted for a diﬀerent normalisation of the slice-torus
invariants. Throughout this section, let ν denote an arbitrary slice-torus invariant. The
proof of the following proposition is standard:
Proposition 5.1.
(i) (See [28, Cor. 2].) For all knots K, the absolute value of ν is a lower bound to twice
the slice genus: |ν(K)| ≤ 2g4(K).
(ii) If there is a connected smooth cobordism of Euler characteristic χ between two knots
K0 and K1, then
∣∣ν(K0) − ν(K1)∣∣ ≤ −χ.
Lemma 5.2. There is a cobordism of Euler characteristic −1 inserting or resolving a
positive or negative crossing,
Proof. See Fig. 5. 
Proposition 5.3. (See [28, Cor. 3].) If K+ and K− are knots that have diagrams that are
identical but for the sign of one crossing, which is given in the subscript (see Fig. 2),
then
0 ≤ ν(K+) − ν(K−) ≤ 2.
L. Lewark / Advances in Mathematics 260 (2014) 59–83 75Lemma 5.4. (See [28, Cor. 7].) Let B be a positive braid, i.e. a braid whose word contains
only the σi, not the σ−1i . Suppose B has n strands and k crossings. If the closure tr(B)
of B is a knot, then ν(tr(B)) = 2g4(tr(B)) = 2g3(tr(B)) = 1 + k − n.
Quasi-positivity has been introduced and studied by Rudolph, see [49].
Deﬁnition. A braid B is said to be quasi-positive if it is the product of braid-words that
are conjugate to one of the σi; i.e. B =
∏
j wjσijw
−1
j , where w is any braid-word.
Proposition 5.5. (See [49].) Let B be a quasi-positive braid with k+ positive crossings,
k− negative crossings, writhe w = k+ − k− and n strands. If tr(B) is a knot, then
2g4(tr(B)) = 1 + w − n.
The following proposition has been proven for the Rasmussen invariant by Shu-
makovitch [52]; for 2τ it is an immediate consequence of the results of Plamenevskaya [43].
The relationship between the τ -invariant, quasi-positivity and ﬁbredness were studied
by Hedden [11].
Proposition 5.6. Slice-torus invariants detect the slice-genus of quasi-positive knots.
Proof. Let B be a quasi-positive braid. Let B′ be the braid obtained by switching every
negative crossing of B to a positive one. By Lemma 5.4, ν(tr(B′)) = 1 + k+ + k− − n,
and by Proposition 5.3, ν(tr(B′)) − ν(tr(B)) ≤ 2k− =⇒ ν(tr(B)) ≥ 1 + w − n. But
1 + w − n = g4(tr(B)) by the previous proposition. 
Corollary 5.7. Let D be a positive knot diagram of a knot K, i.e. a diagram with only
positive crossings. Then ν detects the slice genus of K.
Proof. Follows from the previous proposition since positive links are quasi-positive
[50]. 
Proposition 5.8. (See [47].) Let D be a positive knot diagram of a knot K, with k cross-
ings, and n Seifert circles. Then g4(K) = 1 + k − n.
One of the strongest restrictions that can be deduced from the slice-torus conditions
is an inequality à la Bennequin [3]. The ﬁrst version was proven by Rudolph [49] for the
slice-genus, and by Rasmussen [47], Shumakovitch [52] and Plamenevskaya [43] for the
Rasmussen invariant. It was subsequently sharpened by Kawamura [16]; her version was
generalised by Wu to the sN -invariants [56]. Then, it was honed yet more independently
by Lobb [32] and Kawamura [17]. Given a diagram D of a knot K, the sharper slice-
Bennequin inequality gives an upper and lower bound for ν(K). Those bounds are easily
computable from D, depending only the Seifert graph Γ (D):
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Deﬁnition. The Seifert graph Γ (D) of a link diagram D is a planar bipartite graph whose
edges carry a sign (+ or −). It is constructed as follows: the vertices of Γ (D) correspond
to the circles of the Seifert resolution of D. A ﬁxed crossing of D is adjacent to two
diﬀerent Seifert circles, which correspond to two vertices in Γ (D). For any crossing, let
Γ (D) have an edge between these two vertices. The edge’s sign indicates if the crossing
is positive or negative. Let Γ+(D) (Γ−(D)) be the subgraph of Γ (D) that contains only
the positive (negative) edges. Let O±(D) be the number of connected components of
Γ±(D).
Theorem 5 (The sharper slice-Bennequin inequality). Let D be a diagram of a knot K,
with writhe w and n Seifert circles. Then
−1 + w − n + 2O+ ≤ ν(K) ≤ 1 + w + n − 2O−.
Proof (following [1]). Let us only prove the lower bound, since the upper bound then
follows from ν(−K) = −ν(K). For an example of the following constructions, see Fig. 6.
Let G(D) be the graph obtained from Γ (D) by contracting all positive edges; or more
explicitly, the graph that has as vertices the components of Γ+(D), and has for each
negative edge in Γ (D) an edge between the corresponding vertices of Γ+(D). Then G(D)
is a connected graph with O+ many vertices and k− many edges. Pick O+ −1 edges that
form a tree T . Gluing together k− −O+ +1 many copies of the cobordism of Lemma 5.2
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link with diagram D′, such that G(D′) is the tree T . The O+−1 many negative crossings
of D′ are thus nugatory and may be removed by twists; each twist diminishes the number
of Seifert circles by one. The ensuing diagram D′′ is positive, with k+ many crossings and
n−O+ +1 many Seifert circles. If the link represented by D′′ has c components, connect
them by adding c− 1 positive crossings using the cobordism of Lemma 5.2. This gives a
cobordism to a knot K ′ with diagram D′′′ of Euler characteristic 1 − c. Overall, there is
a cobordism between K and K ′ of Euler characteristic −c− k− +O+. The diagram D′′′
is positive with k+ + c − 1 many crossings and n − O+ + 1 many Seifert circles, hence
ν(K ′) = k+ + c − n + O+ − 1. Finally, by Proposition 5.1(ii),
ν
(
K ′
)− ν(K) ≤ c + k− − O+
=⇒ ν(K) ≥ (k+ + c − n + O+ − 1)− c − k− + O+
=⇒ ν(K) ≥ 1 + w − n + 2O+. 
Corollary 5.9. On an alternating knot, slice-torus invariants take the same value as the
signature.
Proof. Follows from [22, Proposition 3.3]. 
If D is a knot diagram with O+ + O− = n + 1, then the lower bound of Theorem 5
equals the upper bound, and thus ν is determined by the inequalities. Such diagrams are
called homogeneous, and, consequently, a link is called homogeneous if it has a homo-
geneous diagram. This notion was introduced by Cromwell [5] and its relationship with
the Rasmussen invariant was studied by Abe [1].
For the sake of completeness, let us cite results stated in [30] and [54] about 2Z-valued
slice-torus invariants of certain satellite knots. The results and their proofs (which are
therefore omitted) carry through mostly unchanged to real-valued slice-torus invariants.
For a knot K, let D±(K, t) be the t-twisted positive or negative Whitehead double. Notice
that g4(D±(K, t)) ≤ 1, and thus ν(D±(K, t)) ∈ [−2, 2]. Let TB(K) be the Thurston–
Bennequin number. Then:
Proposition 5.10. (See [30].)
(i) |ν(D−(K, t))| + |ν(D+(K, t))| ≤ 2. In particular, ν(D+(K, t)) = ±2 =⇒
ν(D−(K, t)) = 0.
(ii) Let N : Z → R be given by t → ν(D+(K, t)). Then N is non-increasing; for t ≤
TB(K), we have N(t) = 2, and for t ≥ −TB(−K), we have N(t) = 0.
For two coprime integers m, n, let Km,n be the (m,n)-cable of K, i.e. the satellite
with companion K and pattern the (m,n)-torus knot.
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by h(n) = ν(Km,n) − (m − 1) · n. Then h is non-increasing and bounded, and suph −
inf h ≤ 2(m − 1).
6. Linear independence of some of the slN -concordance invariants
This section contains the proofs of Theorem 4 and Theorem 1. Pretzel knots are a
practical family of candidates to disprove the conjecture that all the slN -concordance
invariants are equal: they show suﬃciently complex behaviour, yet their diagrams allow
easy calculations, because they invite an inductive approach.
Remark 6.1. In the proof of Theorem 4, we will only use Theorem 2 and not the po-
tentially stronger Proposition 4.2. But even Proposition 4.2 would not be strong enough
to completely determine the value of sN (P (,−m, 2)). For example, using Webster’s
programme [55] or the skein long exact sequence, one ﬁnds that

P (5,−3, 2)∞ = t−3a2q4 + t−2q6 + t−1a2 +
(
2q2 + 1
)
+ t
(
a−2q4 + a2q−4
)
+ 2t2q−2 + t3a−2 + t4q−6 + t5a−2q−4.
But this polynomial has several diﬀerent decompositions as in Proposition 4.3, among
them one with α = β = 0, and one with α = 2, β = 0.
Let us start by verifying the stated values for the Rasmussen invariant s2.
Proof of Theorem 4(i) & (iii). Khovanov homology of three stranded pretzels has
been completely computed, see [37]. Since pretzel knots have homological width 3,
their Khovanov homology determines their Rasmussen invariant. But the essential case
 > m > n ≥ 2 has a quicker proof: in that case, the (,−m,n)-pretzel knot is
quasi-alternating (see Champanerkar and Kofman [4] and Greene [10]), and hence its
s2-invariant (and twice its τ -invariant) equals its signature (see Remark 2.11):
s2
(
P (,−m,n)) = 2τ(P (,−m,n)) = σ(P (,−m,n)) =  − m.
This value of the signature can be easily computed using Göritz matrices and the formula
of Gordon and Litherland [7]. 
Let us continue by calculating the higher slN -concordance invariants.
Lemma 6.2. For odd  ≥ 3, we have

T (, 2)

∞ = a1−q−1 ·
(
1 +
(
t2q−4 + t3a−2q−2
) · t−1q2−2 − 1
t2q−4 − 1
)
.
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its deﬁning skein relation. Then, since the (, 2)-torus knot is two-bridge, Proposition 2.10
gives the Homflypt-homology. 
Lemma 6.3. For all N ≥ 2 and odd  ≥ 5,
sN
(
P (, 2 − , 2)) ∈ {0, 2
N − 1
}
sN
(
P (, 2 − , 4)) ∈ { {0, 2} N = 2,[ 4N−1 − 2, 0] N ≥ 3.
Proof. Let K− = P (, 2 − , 2). Switching one of the two negative crossings of the last
pretzel strand, one obtains the sum of two torus knots: K+ = T (, 2)#T (2 − , 2).
Resolving that crossing, one obtains the positive Hopf link (to get its standard diagram,
apply ( − 2) Reidemeister II moves). The homology of those torus knots has been
computed in Lemma 6.2, and the homology is well-behaved with respect to the connected
sum (see Proposition 2.8). This gives us xdim K+∞. The totally reduced homology of
the Hopf link is known, too, see Section 2. So using the skein long exact sequence (see
Corollary 2.14), one ﬁnds that
xdim

P (, 2 − , 2)0∞ ≤ ( − 2)q−2 + 1.
By virtue of Theorem 3, this proves the ﬁrst statement of the lemma. Notice also that
xdim

P (, 2 − , 2)2∞ ≤ ( − 4)q−6 + a−2.
Now let K− = P (, 2 − , 4), and ﬁx one of the negative crossings of the last pretzel
strand. Then K+ = P (, 2 − , 2), and once again L0 is the positive Hopf link. So
xdim

P (, 2 − , 4)0∞ ≤ ( − 4)a2q−6 + 2.
Applying Theorem 3 concludes the proof of the second statement. 
Lemma 6.4. Let ν be any slice-torus invariant,  and m be odd positive integers, and n
an even positive integer. Then
ν
(
P (,−m,n)) ∈ [ − m − 2,  − m].
Proof. The standard diagram of the (,−m,n)-pretzel knot, as shown exemplarily in
Fig. 1, has writhe (−m − n), (n+ 1) many Seifert circles, O+ = n and O− = 1. So the
statement follows from the sharper slice Bennequin inequality (Theorem 5). 
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Proof of Theorem 4(ii) & (iv). Let  > m ≥ 3 be odd and n ≥ 4 even, and let N ≥ 3.
By Lemma 6.3, we have
sN
(
P (m + 2,−m, 4)) ∈ [ 4
N − 1 − 2, 0
]
.
It takes n−42 many crossing switches from positive to negative, and
−m−2
2 many crossing
switches from negative to positive to go from P (m + 2,−m, 4) to P (,−m,n). Thus by
Proposition 5.3 we have
sN
(
P (,−m,n)) ∈ [ 4
N − 1 + 2 − n,  − m − 2
]
.
But by Lemma 6.4, sN (P (,−m,n)) ∈ [−m− 2, −m]. This leaves sN (P (,−m,n)) =
 − m − 2 as only value in the intersection of the two intervals.
Let us now consider the special case n = 2. By the same method one ﬁnds that
sN
(
P (,−m, 2)) ∈ [ − m − 2,  − m − 2 + 2/(N − 1)].
The intersection of this interval with 2N−1Z leaves  − m − 2 and  − m − 2 + 2/(N − 1)
as only possible values. 
The linear independence of τ , s2 and s3 from the sN with N ≥ 4 now follows quickly.
Proof of Theorem 1. (i): To prove the ﬁrst statement, note that any linear combination of
{sN}N≥3 vanishes for P (7,−5, 4), but s2 and τ do not. Concerning the second statement,
invariance of s2 and τ is due to [12], so it suﬃces to produce a knot K with s2(K) =
τ(K) = 0, but sN (K) = 0. This is accomplished by the quasi-alternating knot K =
P (5,−3, 2)# − T (3, 2).
(ii): Consider a linear combination u of {sN}N≥4. For u to be equal to s3, the linear
combination needs to be convex (i.e. the sum of coeﬃcients is equal to 1). Therefore,
u(P (5,−3, 2)) ∈ [0, 2/3]; but s3(P (5,−3, 2)) = 1. Next, the linear independence of
{τ, s2, s3} has been proven in (i). So it is enough to show the existence of a knot K
with τ(K) = s2(K) = s3(K) = 0, but sN (K) = 0. For this purpose, take
K = P (5,−3, 2)#P (5,−3, 2)# − P (7,−5, 4)# − T (3, 2).
We have s2(K) = τ(K) = 0, and using FoamHo [25], s3(P (5,−3, 2)) = 1 =⇒ s3(K) = 0.
On the other hand, sN (P (5,−3, 2)) ≤ 2/(N − 1) =⇒ sN (K) ≤ 4/(N − 1) − 2 = 0 since
N ≥ 4. 
Let us compute another example, to illustrate that the Rasmussen invariant does not
necessarily give the best slice genus bound among the slN -concordance invariants.
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Example 6.5. Let K = 12n340, then s2(K) = 0, s3(K) = 1 and for N ≥ 4: sN (K) ∈
{2 − 2/(N − 1), 2}.
Proof. The value of s2 and s3 may be computed using JavaKh [9] and FoamHo [25],
respectively; the other values can be read from K∞, which we are going to compute
using the skein long exact sequence. Notice that the calculation is rather quick, and that
we do not need to determine the Homflypt-homology of K completely (this would be
possible though, using Rasmussen’s spectral sequences Proposition 2.7).
Resolving the crossing indicated in Fig. 7 gives K as K+, 10141 as K− and the positive
Hopf link as L0. Resolving once more the indicated crossing of 10141 gives 10141 as K+,
89 as K− and the positive Hopf link as L0. The knot 89 is two-bridge, so its reduced
Homflypt-homology is determined by its Homflypt-polynomial and its signature. One
ﬁnds
xdim 89−4∞ = q4a2.
Applying Corollary 2.14 twice gives
xdim K∞ ≤ t4a−4 xdim 89∞ +
(
t1/2a−1 + t5/2a−3
)
xdim

T (2, 2)

∞,
and therefore
xdim K0∞ ≤ q4a−2 + q2a−2.
By Theorem 3 it follows that
∀N ≥ 2: sN (K) ∈
{
2 − 2/(N − 1), 2}. 
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